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Observation of mixing-induced CP violation in the neutral B meson system
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This article describes an observation of mixing-inducedCP violation and a measurement of theCP viola-
tion parameter, sin 2f1, with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetrice1e2 collider. Using a data sample

of 29.1 fb21 recorded on theY(4S) resonance that contains 31.3 millionBB̄ pairs, we reconstruct decays of
neutralB mesons to the followingCP eigenstates:J/cKS

0 , c(2S)KS
0 , xc1KS

0 , hcKS
0 , J/cKL

0 and J/cK* 0.
The flavor of the accompanyingB meson is identified by combining information from primary and secondary
leptons,K6 mesons,L baryons, slow and fast pions. The proper-time interval between the twoB meson
decays is determined from the distance between the two decay vertices measured with a silicon vertex detector.
The result sin 2f150.9960.14(stat)60.06(syst) is obtained by applying a maximum likelihood fit to the 1137
candidate events. We conclude that there is largeCP violation in the neutralB meson system. A zero value for
sin 2f1 is ruled out by more than six standard deviations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.032007 PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 13.25.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon ofCP violation is one of the major
unresolved issues in our understanding of particle phy
today. In 1973, Kobayashi and Maskawa~KM ! proposed a
model whereCP violation is accommodated as an irredu
ible complex phase in the weak-interaction quark mixi
matrix @1#, which is defined as

S Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

D , ~1!

where the nontrivial complex phases are conventionally
signed to the furthest off-diagonal elementsVub and Vtd .
Unitarity of this CKM matrix~Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskaw

*On leave from University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
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matrix! implies thatS iVi j Vik* 5d jk , which gives the follow-
ing relation involvingVub andVtd :

VudVub* 1VcdVcb* 1VtdVtb* 50. ~2!

This expression can be visualized as a closed triangle in
complex plane as shown in Fig. 1.

The three interior angles of the unitarity triangle origina
from the nonvanishingCP-violating phase~the KM phase!
and are defined as@2#

f1[p2arg~2VtdVtb* /2VcdVcb* !,

f2[arg~VtdVtb* /2VudVub* !, ~3!

f3[arg~VudVub* /2VcdVcb* !.
7-2
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The bold ansatz of Kobayashi and Maskawa required
existence of six quarks at a time when only theu, d and s
quarks were known. The subsequent discoveries of thec, b
andt quarks as well as the consistency with theCP violation
observed in the neutral kaon system led to the incorpora
of the KM mechanism as an essential component of the s
dard model~SM!.

In 1980, Sanda, Bigi and Carter pointed out that the K
model contained the possibility of sizableCP-violating
asymmetries in certain neutralB meson decays@3#. The sub-
sequent observation of a longb quark lifetime@4# and a large
mixing in the neutralB meson system@5# indicated that it
would be feasible to measureCP violation in B meson de-
cays at an asymmetrice1e2 collider at theY(4S) energy.

Until recently the only observation ofCP violation was in
the neutral kaon system, where the interpretation of resul
complicated due to large corrections from the strong inter
tion. By contrast, these corrections are absent or very s
for the aforementionedCP violation in the neutralB meson
system. Thus its measurement can be used to over-cons
and test the consistency of the SM.

A pair of neutralB mesons created in the decayY(4S)
→B0B̄0 is in a state withC521 at the time of production
(t50), whereC denotes the charge conjugation. Althou
oscillation then starts, the state preserves theC odd configu-
ration and is not allowed to beB0B0 or B̄0B̄0. The time
evolution of the pair is given by

uC~ t !&5e2t/tB0uC~ t50!&,
~4!

uC~ t50!&5
1

A2
@ uB0~kW !B̄0~2kW !&2uB0~2kW !B̄0~kW !&],

wherekW and 2kW are theB mesons’ momenta in theY(4S)
rest frame. This coherence is preserved until oneB meson
decays. Hence, if we can determine the flavor and the de
time t tag of one of theB mesons decaying into a final sta
f tag, we are able to determine the time-dependent decay
plitude of the otherB at any timet as a function of the time
differencet2t tag. We consider the case where the otherB
meson decays att5tCP to a CP eigenstate,f CP . When the
decay is dominated by a single transition amplitude, the
lowing formulas for the decay rates hold to a good appro
mation @3#:

R~B0→ f CP ;Dt !

5e2uDtu/tB0/2tB0@11j fsin 2fCPsin~DmdDt !#, ~5!

FIG. 1. The unitarity triangle relevant toB decays. Angles of the
triangle arise from the KM phase.
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R~B̄0→ f CP ;Dt !

5e2uDtu/tB0/2tB0@12j fsin 2fCPsin~DmdDt !#,

and the time-dependentCP-violating asymmetry is@6#

A~Dt ![
R~B̄0→ f CP ;Dt !2R~B0→ f CP ;Dt !

R~B̄0→ f CP ;Dt !1R~B0→ f CP ;Dt !

52j fsin 2fCPsin~DmdDt !, ~6!

where j f is the CP eigenvalue off CP , Dmd is the mass
difference between the twoB0 meson mass eigenstates@7#
andDt5tCP2t tag. Because the asymmetry,A(Dt), vanishes
in the time-integrated rate, it is very important to measure
time dependence.

The anglefCP is directly related to the interior angles o
the unitarity triangle, and is the phase difference betwe
two interfering amplitudes, one forB0(B̄0)→ f CP and the
other for the mixing processB0(B̄0)→B̄0(B0)→ f CP . The
quantityfCP is equal tof1 if f CP5J/cKS

0 or any otherCP

eigenstate that arises from ab(b̄)→cc̄s( s̄) transition. The
hadronic uncertainty in this case is negligibly small beca
the amplitude of theb→s flavor-changing transition with
associatedcc̄ production is not only small but has the sam
weak phase.

As is described in the next section, the KEKBe1e2 col-
lider produces theY(4S) with a Lorentz boost ofbg

50.425. Since theB0 andB̄0 are nearly at rest in theY(4S)
center of mass system~cms!, Dt can be determined from th
displacement between the twoB decay vertices—i.e.

Dt.~zCP2ztag!/bgc[Dz/bgc, ~7!

where thez axis is defined to be anti-parallel to the positro
beam direction.

Following initial experimental studies@8,9#, the BaBar
@10# and Belle@11# Collaborations recently reported the fir
clear observations ofCP violation in the neutralB meson
system. In this paper we describe the details of the meas
ment of sin 2f1 with the Belle detector at the KEKB asym
metric e1e2 collider with the same 29.1 fb21 data sample
reported in Ref.@11#. In Sec. II we describe the KEKB col
lider and the Belle detector. The measurement of sin 2f1 re-
quires the reconstruction ofB0→ f CP decays~denoted by
BCP), the determination of theb flavor of the accompanying
~tagging! B meson, the measurement ofDt, and a fit of the
expectedDt distribution to the measured distribution using
likelihood method. The selection and tagging procedures
described in Secs. III and IV. After introducing the metho
to extract sin 2f1 from the Dt distributions in Sec. V, we
present the results of the fit and discuss the interpretatio
the CP violation in Sec. VI. We summarize the results
Sec. VII.
7-3
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

KEKB @12# is an asymmetrice1e2 collider 3 km in cir-
cumference, which consists of 8 GeVe2 and 3.5 GeVe1

storage rings and an injection linear accelerator. It ha
single interaction point~IP! where thee1 and e2 collide
with a crossing angle of 22 mrad. The data used in t
analysis were taken between January 2000 and July 2
The collider was operated during this period with a pe
beam current of 930 mA (e1) and 780 mA (e2), giving a
peak luminosity of 4.531033 cm22 s21. Because of the en
ergy asymmetry, theY(4S) resonance and its daughterB
mesons are produced with a Lorentz boost ofbg50.425. On
average, theB mesons decay approximately 200mm from
the Y(4S) production point.

The Belle detector@13# is a general-purpose large sol
angle magnetic spectrometer surrounding the interac
point. It consists of a barrel, forward and rear components
is placed in such a way that the axis of the detector solen
is parallel to thez axis. In this way we minimize the Lorent
force on the low energy positron beam.

Precision tracking and vertex measurements are prov
by a central drift chamber~CDC! @14# and a silicon vertex
detector~SVD! @15#. The CDC is a small-cell cylindrica
drift chamber with 50 layers of anode wires, including
layers of stereo wires. A low-Z gas mixture@He (50%) and
C2H6 (50%)# is used to minimize multiple Coulomb scatte
ing to ensure a good momentum resolution, especially
low momentum particles. It provides three-dimensional t
jectories of charged particles in the polar angle region 1
,u,150° in the laboratory frame, whereu is measured
with respect to thez axis. The SVD consists of three laye
of double-sided silicon strip detectors arranged in a ba
and covers 86% of the solid angle. The three layers at r
of 3.0, 4.5 and 6.0 cm surround the beam pipe, a double-
beryllium cylinder of 2.3 cm radius and 1 mm thickness. T
strip pitches are 84mm for the measurement ofz coordinate
and 25 mm for the measurement of azimuthal anglef. The
impact parameter resolution for reconstructed tracks is m
sured as a function of the track momentump ~measured in
GeV/c) to be sxy5@19% 50/(pb sin3/2u)# mm and sz
5@36% 42/(pb sin5/2u)# mm. The momentum resolution o
the combined tracking system isspt

/pt5(0.30/b

% 0.19pt)%, wherept is the transverse momentum in GeV/c.
The identification of charged pions and kaons uses th

detector systems: the CDC measurements ofdE/dx, a set of
time-of-flight counters~TOF! @16# and a set of aerogel Che
enkov counters~ACC! @17#. The CDC measures energy lo
for charged particles with a resolution ofs(dE/dx)56.9%
for minimum-ionizing pions. The TOF consists of 128 plas
scintillators viewed on both ends by fine-mesh photomu
pliers that operate stably in the 1.5 T magnetic field. Th
time resolution is 95 ps~rms! for minimum-ionizing par-
ticles, providing three standard deviation (3s) K6/p6 sepa-
ration below 1.0 GeV/c, and 2s up to 1.5 GeV/c. The
ACC consists of 1188 aerogel blocks with refractive indic
between 1.01 and 1.03 depending on the polar angle. F
mesh photomultipliers detect the Cherenkov light. The eff
tive number of photoelectrons is approximately 6 forb51
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particles. Using this information, P(K/p)
5Prob(K)/@Prob(K)1Prob(p)#, the probability for a par-
ticle to be a K6 meson, is calculated. A selection wit
P(K/p).0.6 retains about 90% of the charged kaons wit
charged pion misidentification rate of about 6%.

Photons and other neutrals are reconstructed in a Cs~Tl!
crystal calorimeter~ECL! @18# consisting of 8736 crysta
blocks, 16.1 radiation lengths (X0) thick. Their energy reso-
lution is 1.8% for photons above 3 GeV. The ECL covers
same angular region as the CDC. Electron identification
Belle is based on a combination ofdE/dx measurements in
the CDC, the response of the ACC, the position and
shape of the electromagnetic shower, as well as the rati
the cluster energy to the particle momentum@19#. The elec-
tron identification efficiency is determined from two-photo
e1e2→e1e2e1e2 processes to be more than 90% forp
.1.0 GeV/c. The hadron misidentification probability, de
termined using tagged pions from inclusiveKS

0→p1p2 de-
cays, is below 0.5%.

All the detectors mentioned above are inside a superc
ducting solenoid of 1.7 m radius that generates a 1.5 T m
netic field. The outermost spectrometer subsystem is aKL

0

and muon detector~KLM ! @20#, which consists of 14 layers
of iron absorber~4.7 cm thick! alternating with resistive
plate counters~RPC!. The KLM system covers polar angle
between 20 and 155 degrees. The overall muon identifica
efficiency, determined by using a two-photon processe1e2

→e1e2m1m2 and simulated muons embedded inBB̄ can-
didate events, is greater than 90% for tracks withp
.1 GeV/c detected in the CDC. The corresponding pi
misidentification probability, determined usingKS

0→p1p2

decays, is less than 2%.
In our analysis, Monte Carlo~MC! events are generate

using theQQ event generator@21# and the response of th
Belle detector is precisely simulated by a GEANT3-bas
program@22#. The simulated events are then reconstruc
and analyzed with the same procedure as is used for the
data.

III. RECONSTRUCTION OF B0 DECAYS

We use a 29.1 fb21 data sample, which contains 31
million BB̄ pairs, accumulated at theY(4S) resonance be-
tween January 2000 and July 2001. The entire data sam
has been analyzed and reconstructed with the same pr
dure.

We reconstructB0 decays to the followingCP eigenstates
@23#: J/cKS

0 , c(2S)KS
0 , xc1KS

0 and hcKS
0 having j f521;

and J/cKL
0 having j f511. We also use the decayB0

→J/cK* 0, K* 0→KS
0p0, which is a mixture of even and

oddCP eigenstates. The selection of theseBCP candidates is
described in the following sections.

A. BB̄ event pre-selection

To select genericBB̄ candidates, we require at least thr
tracks that satisfyAx21y2,2.0 cm, uzu,4.0 cm, andpt
.0.1 GeV/c, where x, y, z represent the point of closes
7-4
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approach of the track to the beam axis, andpt is the momen-
tum of the track projected onto thexy plane. We also require
that more than one neutral cluster is observed and have
ergy greater than 0.1 GeV.

The sum of all cluster energies, boosted back to the c
assuming each cluster is generated by a massless partic
required to be between 10% and 80% of the total cms
ergy. The total visible energy in the cms,Evis

cms, is computed
from the selected tracks, assuming they are pions, and
calorimeter clusters that are not associated with the tra
We require thatEvis

cms is greater than 20% of the total cm
energy. The absolute value of thez component of the cms
momentum is required to be less than 50% of the cms
ergy. The event vertex reconstructed from the selected tra
must be within 1.5 cm and 3.5 cm of the interaction region
the directions perpendicular and parallel to thez axis, respec-
tively. Monte Carlo simulation shows that the selection c
teria described above retain more than 99% ofBB̄ events
andJ/c inclusive events.

To suppress continuum background, which consists
e1e2→qq̄ whereq is a u, d, s or c quark, we also require
R2[H2 /H0<0.5, whereH2 andH0 are the second and ze
roth Fox-Wolfram moments@24#.

B. B0\charmonium KS
0
„K* 0

… reconstruction

The candidateJ/c and c(2S) mesons are reconstructe
using their decays to lepton pairs, i.e.J/c→m1m2 and
e1e2. The c(2S) meson is also reconstructed via i
J/cp1p2 decay, thexc1 meson via itsJ/cg decay, and the
hc meson via itsK1K2p0 andKS

0(p1p2)K6p7 decays.
For J/c and c(2S)→ l 1l 2 decays, we use oppositel

charged track pairs where both tracks are positively ide
fied as leptons. For theB0→J/cKS

0(p1p2) mode, which
has the smallest background fraction among theCP eigen-
states that are used, the requirement foroneof the tracks is
relaxed to improve the efficiency: a track with an ECL e
ergy deposit consistent with a minimum ionizing particle
accepted as a muon and a track that satisfies either thedE/dx
or the ECL shower energy requirements as an electron
order to remove either badly measured tracks or tracks
do not come from the interaction region, we requireudzu
,5 cm for both lepton tracks. In order to account partia
for final-state radiation and bremsstrahlung, the invari
mass calculation of thee1e2 pairs is corrected by addin
photons found within 50 mrad of thee1 or e2 direction.
Nevertheless, a radiative tail remains and we use an as
metric invariant mass requirement2150<Me1e2

2MJ/c[c(2S)]<36 MeV/c2. Since them1m2 radiative tail
is smaller, we select 260<Mm1m22MJ/c(c(2S))
<36 MeV/c2 @25#. Events with a candidateJ/c→ l 1l 2 de-
cay are accepted if theJ/c momentum in the cms is below
2 GeV/c. Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributio
for J/c→m1m2 andJ/c→e1e2 with the selection criteria
applied for theJ/cKS

0 mode.
To reconstructc(2S)→J/cp1p2 decays, we selec

p1p2 pairs with an invariant mass greater th
400 MeV/c2. This requirement is based on the measu
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mass distribution @26# and improves the signal-to
background ratio. Thec(2S) candidates are then selecte
requiring the mass difference,Ml 1 l 2p1p22Ml 1 l 2, to be be-
tween 0.58 GeV/c2 and 0.60 GeV/c2. This corresponds to
a 63s requirement wheres is the resolution on the mas
difference@27#.

The xc1→J/cg candidates are selected by requiring t
mass difference, Ml 1 l 2g2Ml 1 l 2, to be between
0.385 GeV/c2 and 0.4305 GeV/c2. We veto photon candi-
dates that form a goodp0 candidate with any other photo
candidate of energy greater than 60 MeV in the event
good p0 candidate is defined by an invariant mass with
228 to 117 MeV/c2 of the nominalp0 mass, and by ax2

of less than 10 after a mass-constrained kinematic fit@27#.
For KS

0→p1p2 reconstruction, we select opposite
charged track pairs that satisfy the following requiremen
~1! when both pions have associated SVD hits, the dista
of the closest approach of both pion tracks in thez direction
should be smaller than 1 cm;~2! when only one of the two
pions has associated SVD hits, the distance of closest
proach of both the pion tracks to the nominal interacti
point in the x-y plane should be larger than 0.25 mm;~3!
when neither pion has an associated SVD hit, thef coordi-
nate of thep1p2 vertex and thef direction of thep1p2

candidate’s three-momentum vector should agree within
rad. The invariant mass of the candidatep1p2 pair is re-
quired to be between 482 and 514 MeV/c2, which retains
99.7% of theKS

0 candidates.
For thexc1KS

0 andhcKS
0 modes, more stringent track se

lection criteria are applied inKS
0→p1p2 reconstruction to

reduce the background:~1! the flight length in ther-f plane
should be greater than 1 mm~2 mm forhc→K1K2p0); ~2!
a mismatch in thez direction at theKS

0 vertex point for two
p6 tracks should be less than 2.5 cm~10 cm forhcKS

0); ~3!
the angle in ther-f plane between theKS

0 momentum vector

FIG. 2. The invariant mass distributions for~a! J/c→m1m2

and~b! J/c→e1e2 in the reconstruction of theJ/cKS
0 mode where

the selection foroneof the tracks is relaxed~details are explained in
the text!.
7-5
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and the direction defined by theKS
0 and J/c ~or hc) decay

vertices should be less than 0.2~0.1 for hcKS
0) radian; and

~4! for the xc1KS
0 selection we also require that the distan

of closest approach of theJ/c vertex in the radial direction
for eachp6 track should be greater than 0.25 mm.

To reconstructKS
0→p0p0 candidates, we first select pho

tons that have an energy of at least 20 MeV. Forp0→gg
candidates, we require that the invariant mass of the
photons be between 80 MeV/c2 and 150 MeV/c2 and the
momentum ofp0 be greater than 100 MeV/c. Initially, the
p0 decay vertex is assumed to be at the nominal interac
point. To selectKS

0→p0p0 candidates, we find the best d
cay vertex where the invariant masses of twop0 candidates
are the most consistent with the nominalp0 mass. To this
end, first theKS

0 flight direction is measured from the sum
the momenta of the four photons, then we calculate thex2 of
the mass constrained fit for eachp0, varying the decay ver-
tex along theKS

0 direction through the IP. We choose th
vertex point that minimizes the sum of thex2 for the twop0

candidates. We require that the distance between the IP
the reconstructedKS

0 decay vertex be larger than220 cm
where the positive direction is defined by theKS

0 momentum.
To reduce the combinatorial background, thex2 for eachp0

meson at theKS
0 decay vertex point determined by th

method is also required to be less than 10. Using the ca
lated KS

0 decay vertex, we finally require that the invaria
mass of KS

0 candidate lie between 470 MeV/c2 and
520 MeV/c2.

For J/cK* 0(KS
0p0) decays, we useKS

0p0 combinations
that have an invariant mass within 75 MeV/c2 of the nomi-
nal K* 0 mass. Here, thep0 candidate is reconstructed from
photons with an energy greater than 40 MeV and the
photon invariant mass is required to be between 125
145 MeV/c2. We reduce the background from low
momentump0 mesons by requiring cosuK*,0.8, whereuK*
is the angle between theK* 0 flight direction and theKS

0

momentum vector calculated in theK* 0 rest frame.
We reconstructB0→hcKS

0 candidates in twohc decay
modes: hc→KS

0K6p7 and hc→K1K2p0. We require
charged kaons to be positively identified using CDCdE/dx
measurements and information from the TOF and ACC s
tems. For thehc→KS

0K6p7 channel, we require an invari
ant mass ranging from 2.935 to 3.035 GeV/c2. In order to
suppress the continuum background, we requireR2,0.45
and ucosuthru,0.85, whereu thr is the angle between th
thrust axis of theB0 candidate and that of all remainin
charged and neutral particles in the event. In thehc
→K1K2p0 mode, we reconstruct thep0 meson from pho-
tons having an energy larger than 50~200! MeV in the ECL
barrel ~end-cap! region. The invariant mass of thehc
→K1K2p0 candidate is required to be between 2.890 a
3.040 GeV/c2. The continuum background is suppressed
requiringR2,0.40 anducosuthru,0.80.

For B0 reconstruction, we calculate the energy differen
DE, and the beam-energy constrained mass,Mbc. The en-
ergy difference is defined asDE[EB

cms2Ebeam
cms and the

beam-energy constrained massMbc[A(Ebeam
cms )22(pB

cms)2,
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whereEbeam
cms is the cms beam energy, andEB

cms andpB
cms are

the cms energy and momentum of theB0 candidate. To im-
prove the momentum resolution, a vertex fit and then a ma
constrained fit are performed wherever needed. The resu
fitted momenta are used in theDE and Mbc calculations. A
scatter plot ofMbc andDE for J/cKS

0(p1p2) candidates is
shown in Fig. 3 along with the projections onto each ax
The B0 candidates are selected by requiring 5.270,Mbc

,5.290 GeV/c2 (uMbc2MB0u,3.5s) and by applying the
mode-dependent requirements onDE listed in Table I. Fig-
ure 4 shows theMbc distribution after theDE selection.

The background in the signal region is estimated by
multaneously fitting theMbc andDE distributions with sig-
nal and background functions in the region 5.2,Mbc

,5.3 GeV/c2 and 20.1,DE,0.2 GeV. We use a two-
dimensional Gaussian for the signal. For the background,
use the ARGUS background function@28# for Mbc and a
linear function forDE. The details are described in Sec. V D
The number of candidates observed as well as the estim
background are given in Table I.

C. B0\JÕcKL
0 reconstruction

The reconstruction ofB0→J/cKL
0 is an experimental

challenge but is very important because its yield is expec
to be large. In addition, since this mode is aCP-even eigen-
state, we should observe a time-dependent asymmetry
versed in sign compared toJ/cKS

0 , which provides an im-
portant experimental consistency check.

While the detached vertex and invariant mass of theKS
0

provide significant background reduction forJ/cKS
0 , the

background is larger forJ/cKL
0 as only theKL

0 direction is
measured. Since the energy of theKL

0 is not measured,Mbc

andDE cannot be used as the final kinematical variables
identify B0 candidates as in other final states. Using the fo
momentum of a reconstructedJ/c candidate and theKL

0

flight direction, we calculate the momentum of theKL
0 can-

didate requiringDE50. We then calculatepB
cms which is

used for the final selection.
The selection criteria are necessarily tighter than th

used for theJ/cKS
0 candidates. However, precise determin

tion of theKL
0 flight direction with the KLM and ECL allows

us to reconstructJ/cKL
0 candidates with sufficient efficienc

and purity.
We use tracks which are positively identified as electro

~muons! in the identification ofJ/c→e1e2 (m1m2) can-
didates. We require the invariant mass of the lepton pai
lie in the range 3.05,Ml 1 l 2,3.13 GeV/c2. The radiative
photon correction for electron pairs is made in the same w
as for the other modes. Events are rejected if one of
following decay modes are exclusively reconstructed, a
satisfy uDEu,0.05 GeV and 5.27,Mbc,5.29 GeV/c2:
J/cK1, J/cKS

0 , J/cK* 1 (K* 1→K1p0,KS
0p1), and

J/cK* 0 (K* 0→K1p2,KS
0p0).

We selectKL
0 candidates based on the KLM and EC

information. There are two classes ofKL
0 candidates that we

refer to as KLM and ECL candidates. To select the KL
7-6
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candidates, a cluster of KLM hits is formed by combinin
the hits within a 5° opening angle. We require hits in two
more KLM layers and calculate the center of the KLM clu
ter. If there is an ECL cluster with energy greater than 0
GeV within a 15° cone, we relax our criteria to allow
cluster with a hit in just one KLM layer. In this case th
direction of the ECL cluster is taken as theKL

0 direction. If
the cluster lies within a 15° cone of the extrapolation o
charged track to the first layer of the KLM, it is discarded

ECL candidates are selected from ECL clusters using
following information: the distance between the ECL clus
and the closest charged track position; the ECL cluster
ergy; the ratio of energies summed in 333 and 535 arrays

FIG. 3. The scatter plot ofDE versusMbc for J/cKS
0(p1p2)

candidates. The box represents the signal region. The uppe
figure is theDE projection with 5.270,Mbc,5.290 GeV/c2. The
lower right figure is theMbc projection withuDEu,0.04 GeV. The
enhancement in the negativeDE region is due to decay modes wit
additional pions, e.g.B→J/cK* , K* →KS

0p.

TABLE I. Summary ofDE signal region, the numbers of signa
candidates, and the expected background.

Decay DE cut ~MeV! Signal Expected
mode Lower to upper candidates backgrou

B0→J/cKS
0

KS
0→p1p2 240–40 457 11.9

KS
0→p0p0 2150–100 76 9.4

B0→c(2S)KS
0

c(2S)→ l 1l 2 240–40 39 1.2

c(2S)→J/cp1p2 240–40 46 2.1

B0→xc1KS
0 240–40 24 2.4

B0→hcKS
0

hc→KS
0K6p7 240–40 23 11.3

hc→K1K2p0 260–40 41 13.6

B0→J/cK* 0 250–30 41 6.7
03200
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of CsI crystals surrounding the crystal at the center of
shower; the ECL shower width and the invariant mass of
shower. After a very loose pre-selection based on the ab
five discriminants, we calculate signal and background li
lihood values for each discriminant based on aJ/c inclusive
MC. Taking the products of the above five likelihoods f
each signal and background, we form the likelihood ra
LK

L
0 /(LK

L
01Lfake). This likelihood ratio is required to be

greater than 0.5.
We examine the characteristics ofKL

0 candidates in both
the data and the MC. We obtain consistent distributions
the number ofKL

0 candidates per event, theKL
0 flight direc-

tions in the laboratory system, the total number of hit KL
layers and the number of hit first-layers in theKL

0 candidates.
We investigate the momentum dependence of the KLM
sponse by using charged pions and kaons. The MC sim
tion reproduces the results obtained with data well. We a
usee1e2→gf followed byf→KL

0KS
0 , where the exactKL

0

direction and momentum can be obtained by reconstruc
g andKS

0→p1p2. These studies indicate that theKL
0 iden-

tification is well reproduced by the MC with an exception
an overall detection efficiency. TheKL

0 detection efficiency
in the data is found to be lower than the MC expectatio
This, however, does not cause a difficulty in our analy
since we do not rely on the MCKL

0 detection efficiency.
For both KLM and ECL candidates, we require that t

KL
0 direction should be within 45° of its expected directio

calculated from theJ/c candidate momentum assuming th
theB0 candidate was at rest in the cms. We also require
no photon from ap0 decay is found near theKL

0 candidate.
For this requirement, we selectp0 candidates satisfying
0.12,Mgg,0.15 GeV/c2 and with momentum above 0.
(1.2) GeV/c for KLM ~ECL! candidates.

To reconstructB0→J/cKL
0 , we first use the KLM candi-

dates. If none of the KLM candidates satisfy the select
criteria below, we use the ECL candidates. Thus, the t
classes ofB0→J/cKL

0 candidates are mutually exclusive. I
order to suppress the background, we calculate a probab
density function~PDF! for each of the following variables
and then form a product of the PDF’s to obtain the combin
likelihood: the cms momentum of theJ/c, pJ/c

cms; the angle
between theKL

0 candidate and the closest charged track h
ing a momentum larger than 0.7 GeV/c; the Fox-Wolfram
moment ratioR2 ; cosuB whereuB is the polar angle of the
reconstructedB in the cms; and the number of charged trac
with pt.0.1 GeV/c, udru,2 cm, andudzu,4 cm. In ad-

eft

FIG. 4. TheMbc distribution for all exclusive decay modes com
bined exceptJ/cKL

0 . TheDE cuts are imposed. The shaded area
the estimated background.

d
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dition to these five variables, two other variables are
cluded conditionally to reduce the background fromB1

→J/cK* 1, K* 1→KL
0p1 decays. One such variable is th

cms momentum of theJ/cKL
0p1 system,pB

cms(J/cKL
0p),

and the other is the momentum of the additional pion.
use pB

cms(J/cKL
0p) if the invariant mass of theKL

0 and a
charged track, with the nominal pion mass being assume
above 0.85 GeV/c2 and below 0.93 GeV/c2, and
pB

cms(J/cKL
0p),0.8 GeV/c @29#. The pion momentum is

used if the addition of the extra pion results in 0
,pB

cms(J/cKL
0p),0.45 GeV/c given the requiremen

above on theKL
0p1 invariant mass.

The combined likelihood is calculated forJ/cKL
0 ~signal!

and inclusive B→J/c decays ~background! using MC
samples. Background events from misidentified~fake! J/c
mesons are not included in the likelihood construction si
their contribution is small. We then form a likelihood rat
LJ/cK

L
0 /(LJ/cK

L
01Lbkg) that is used as a discriminant var

able. Figure 5 shows the likelihood ratio distributions for t
data and Monte Carlo candidates.

We require that the likelihood ratio be larger than 0.4
identify J/cKL

0 candidates.
Figure 6 shows the resultantpB

cms distribution for events
that satisfy all the selection criteria. We define the sig
region as 0.2<pB

cms<0.45 (0.40) GeV/c for KL
0 candidates

identified with the KLM~ECL! criteria @30#, and obtain 569
candidates, out of which 397 are KLM candidates and 1
are ECL candidates.

We extract theJ/cKL
0 signal yield by fitting thepB

cms dis-
tribution of the data to a sum of four components:~1! signal;
~2! background withKL

0 ; ~3! background withoutKL
0 ; and

~4! combinatorialJ/c mesons. The shapes of the first thr
components are determined from theJ/c inclusive MC
sample and look-up tables are used in the fit. The normal
tions of these three components are treated as free pa
eters in the fit to minimize the effect of the aforemention
uncertainty in theKL

0 detection efficiency in the MC simula
tion. The combinatorial component is evaluated using eve
with em pairs that satisfy the requirements forJ/c recon-
struction. The shape is modeled by a second-order poly
mial. An additional parameter of the fit is an offset inpB

cms,
allowing the signal shape to shift with respect to the ba
ground distribution.

The result of the fit to thepB
cms distribution is shown in

Fig. 6. By integrating each component obtained by the fi
the signal region, we find a total of (346.3628.8) J/cKL

0

signal events, and a signal purity of 61%.
The fitting procedure is applied to the KLM and EC

candidates separately. Thex2 of the fit to KLM ~ECL! can-
didates is 54.8~31.4! for nd f535. Table II summarizes the
fit results.

D. Control samples of flavor-specificB decays

The reconstruction of flavor-specificB decays is also a
key ingredient in this analysis, since such decays are use
various purposes: evaluation of the performance of fla
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tagging~Sec. IV B!; extraction of the proper-time resolutio
function ~Sec. V B!; B lifetime measurements as a cro
check~Sec. VI B 2!; and the demonstration of null asymm
tries in non-CP final states~Sec. VI B 3!. Since a large num-
ber of events with high purity are required for these p
poses, we use semileptonic decays and hadronic decays
b→cūd transitions.

For the semileptonic decays, we use the decay chainsB0

→D* 2l 1n and D* 2→D̄ 0p2, where D̄0→K1p2, D̄0

→K1p2p0 and D̄0→K1p1p2p2. All tracks used must
have associated SVD hits and radial impact parametersudru
,0.2 cm, except for the slow pion from theD* 2 decay.
CandidateD̄0 decays are selected by requiring the invaria
mass to be consistent with the nominalD̄0 mass. The invari-
ant mass requirement depends on theD̄0 decay mode, vary-
ing from 19 to 123 MeV/c2 above theD̄0 mass and from
29 to 237 MeV/c2 below theD̄0 mass, respectively. Fo
the D* 2 reconstruction, we also impose a requirement
the mass difference,Mdiff , between aD* 2 candidate and the
correspondingD̄0 candidate. We requireMdiff to be within

FIG. 5. The likelihood ratio distributions for~a! J/cKL
0 Monte

Carlo sample,~b! J/c1X background Monte Carlo sample, and~c!
the data in the signal region with Monte Carlo events overlaid.

FIG. 6. ThepB
cmsdistribution of theJ/cKL

0 candidates. The solid
line is a sum of the signal and background. The shaded histog
shows the background component only.
7-8
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0.8 to 1.75 MeV/c2 of the nominal mass difference, depen

ing on theD̄0 decay mode. In addition, we require theD* 2

cms momentum to be less than 2.6 GeV/c to suppressD* 2

mesons from the continuum. TheD* 2 candidates are com
bined withm1 or e1 candidates having the opposite char
to the D* 2 candidate. Lepton candidates must satisfy
,pl

cms,2.4 GeV/c, where pl
cms is the cms momentum o

the lepton. We exploit the massless character of the neut
to calculateMmiss

2 , the effective missing mass squared in t

cms defined byMmiss
2 [(EB

cms2ED* l
cms)22upW B

cmsu22upW D* l
cms u2,

and a product of the momenta of theB and theD* l system,
C[2upW B

cmsu upW D* l
cms u. The cosine of the angle betweenpW B

cmsand

pW D* l
cms is given by 2Mmiss

2 /C. In the Mmiss
2 versusC plane,

therefore, we selectD* ln candidates inside the triangl
shown in Fig. 7. The triangle is defined byC>
2(1.45/1.595)Mmiss

2 , C>(1.02/1.1)Mmiss
2 and C<

2(0.43/2.695)(Mmiss
2 11.595)11.45.

The vertex position of theD* ln candidate is obtained b
first fitting the vertex of theD candidate from its daughte
tracks, and then fitting the lepton andD candidate to obtain
theB vertex. The slow pion track from theD* meson is also

TABLE II. Results of the fit to thepB
cms distribution of the

J/cKL
0 candidates. Yields are for the signalpB

cms region.

KLM ECL Sum
Signal 244.8625.1 101.5614.2 346.3628.8

Background
with KL

0 118.1 26.5 144.6
without KL

0 27.5 38.6 66.1
Combinatorial 6.6 5.4 12.0

Total yield 397 172 569

FIG. 7. The distribution of candidateB0→D* 2l 1n decays in
the plane ofC versusMmiss

2 . The signal region~triangle! is also
shown.
03200
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included in the fit. This is important since the re-fitted he
parameters of the slow pion are used to recalculateMdiff and
improve its resolution. The overall signal fraction in the
control samples is estimated to be 79.4%. The backgrou
consist of fakeD* mesons (10.4%), incorrect combination
of D* with leptons that do not show an angular correlati
(4.1%, called ‘‘uncorrelated background’’!, continuum
events (2.1%) andB6 decays(4%). Thefraction of fake
leptons in the uncorrelated background is estimated wit
Monte Carlo simulation to be 0.5% and is neglected. W
estimate the fakeD* background by using events in theD̄0

mass sideband as well as fakeD* events that are recon
structed with wrong-charge slow pions. We evaluate the
correlated background fraction by counting signal events
sample wherein we flip the candidate lepton momentum v
tor artificially. In this case the number of uncorrelated bac
ground in the signal region remains the same level while
signal events are rejected@31#. We apply the same even
selection to off-resonance data (2.3 fb21) and count the
number of events in the signal region after subtracting
fake D* background. We estimate the continuum bac
ground fraction by scaling the result with the integrated
minosity. We fit theC distribution with a range210,C
,1.1 to estimate the signal andB→D** ln background
fractions. We use MC information to model the signal a
B→D** ln distribution. TheC distributions and fractions o
all the other backgrounds are obtained from the aforem
tioned special background samples and are fixed in the
We treat the background fraction uncertainties as a sourc
systematic errors in the determination of wrong tag fractio
which will be discussed in Sec. IV B.

For hadronic decays, we use the decay modesB0

→D2p1, D* 2p1 and D* 2r1, where D2→K1p2p2,
r1→p1p0. We reconstructD* 2 candidates in the sam
modes that were used for theD* 2l 1n̄ mode. ForD and
D* 2 candidates we apply mode-dependent requirement
the reconstructed D mass ~ranging from 630 to
660 MeV/c2) and Mdiff ~ranging from 63 to
612 MeV/c2), in a similar way as forD* 2l 1n̄ mode. We

FIG. 8. Mbc distribution for all hadronic decay modes (B0

→D2p1, D* 2p1, andD* 2r1) with uDEu,50 MeV. Fit curves
for background~dashed! and signal plus background events~solid!
are superimposed.
7-9
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selectr1 candidates by requiring thep1p0 invariant mass
to be within 150 MeV/c2 of the nominalr1 mass. In order
to suppress continuum background, we impose mo
dependent cuts onR2 ~upper cut values ranging from 0.5 t
1.0! and cosuthr ~upper cut values ranging from 0.92 to 1.0!.
The cut values are chosen to maximize the figure of m
S/AS1B for each mode, whereS and B are numbers of
signal and background, respectively. We selectB0 candidates
by requiring 5.27,Mbc,5.29 GeV/c2 and uDEu
,50 MeV. Background contributions are estimated by
ting theMbc andDE distributions in the same way as we d
for CP modes. Figure 8 shows theMbc distribution for the
three control sample modes combined. The overall sig
purity is ;82%. We study background components with
MC sample that includes bothBB̄ and continuum events. W
find no significant peaking background in the signal regi
Therefore we use the ARGUS function to model the ba
ground in theMbc distribution. A possible deviation due t
combinatorial backgrounds may introduce ambiguities in
signal fraction determination and the backgroundDt model
parameters of the control sample, resulting in small unc
tainties in the final determination of theCP asymmetry. This
is considered as a source of systematic uncertainties.

The numbers of candidates and their purities for flav
specific samples are summarized in Table III.

IV. FLAVOR TAGGING

After the exclusive reconstruction of a neutralB meson
decaying into a final state,f CP , all the remaining particles
should belong to the final state,f tag, of the decay of the othe
B meson. To observe time-dependentCP violation, we need
to ascertain whetherf tag is from aB0 or B̄0. This determina-
tion is called ‘‘flavor tagging.’’ The simplest and most rel
able method for flavor tagging uses the charge of hi
momentum leptons in semileptonic decays, i.e.B0→Xl1n

andB̄0→Xl2n̄. The charges of final-state kaons can also
used since the decaysB0→K1X ~with b̄→ c̄→ s̄) and B̄0

→K2X ~with b→c→s) dominate. In addition to these tw
leading discriminants, our algorithm includes other cate
ries of tracks whose charges depend on theb quark’s flavor:
lower momentum leptons fromc→sl1n; L baryons from
the cascade decayb→c→s; high-momentum pions tha
originate from decays likeB0→D (* )2(p1,r1,a1

1 , etc.!;

and slow pions fromD* 2→D̄0p2. All these inputs are
combined, taking their correlations into account, in a w
that maximizes the flavor tagging performance. The per

TABLE III. Summary of the numbers of flavor-specific deca
candidates and their estimated purities.

Decay mode Candidates Purity

B0→D* 2l 1n 16101 79.4%

B0→D2p1 2241 85.5%
B0→D* 2p1 2126 87.2%
B0→D* 2r1 1620 72.2%
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mance is characterized by two parameters,e and w. The
parametere is the raw tagging efficiency, whilew is the
probability that the flavor tagging is wrong~wrong tag frac-
tion!. A non-zero value ofw results in a dilution of the true
asymmetry. For example, if the true numbers of reco
structedB0 andB̄0 arenB0 andnB̄0, the corresponding asym
metry is A5(nB02nB̄0)/(nB01nB̄0). With realistic flavor
tagging, the observed numbers areNB05e@(12w)nB0

1wnB̄0# for B0, NB̄05e@(12w)nB̄01wnB0# for B̄0, and the
observed asymmetry becomes (122w)A. Since the statisti-
cal error of the measured asymmetry is proportional toe21/2,
the number of events required to observe the asymmetry
a certain statistical significance is proportional toeeff5e(1
22w)2, which is called the ‘‘effective efficiency.’’ Note tha
an imperfect knowledge ofw shifts the central value of the
measurement and thus represents a potential source of
tematic error.

In light of the above, our tagging algorithm has been d
signed to maximizeeeff . Moreover, sincew directly affects
the central value of our result, we have developed an
proach wherein it can be determined from the data.

In our approach we use two parameters,q and r, to rep-
resent the tagging information. The first,q, corresponds to
the sign of theb quark charge whereq511 for b̄ and hence
B0, andq521 for b and B̄0. The parameterr is an event-
by-event flavor-tagging dilution factor that ranges fromr
50 for no flavor discrimination tor 51 for unambiguous
flavor assignment. The values ofq and r are determined for
each event from a look-up table. Each entry of the table
prepared using a large statistics MC sample and is given

q•r[
N~B0!2N~B̄0!

N~B0!1N~B̄0!
, ~8!

whereN(B0) andN(B̄0) are the numbers ofB0 andB̄0 in the
MC sample.

In this analysis, we sort flavor-tagged events into six b
in r. For eachr bin, we empirically determinew directly
from data by using control samples, as described in S
IV B.

FIG. 9. A schematic diagram of the two-stage flavor taggin
See the text on the definition of the parameters ‘‘q’’ and ‘‘ r .’’
7-10
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A. Flavor tagging method

Flavor tagging proceeds in two stages. In the first sta
the flavor tagging information (q and r ) provided by each
track in the event is calculated. In the second, the track-le
results are combined to determine event-level values foq
and r.

Tracks are sorted into four categories, namely those
resemble leptons, kaons,L baryons, and slow pions. Fo
each category, we consider several tagging discrimina
such as track momentum and particle identification inform
tion. The value ofq andr for each track is assigned based
MC-generated look-up tables that take the tagging discri
nants as input.

In the second stage, the results from the four track cate
ries are combined to determine the values ofq andr for each
event. Again a look-up table is prepared to provideq•r .

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the flavor tagg
method. The event-level parameterr should satisfyr .1
22w where we measurew from control samples. Using thi
MC-determined dilution factorr as a measure of the taggin
quality is a straightforward and powerful way of taking in
account correlations among various discriminants. Using
stages, we keep the look-up tables small enough to pro
sufficient MC statistics for each entry. In the following, w
provide additional details about each stage of the flavor
ging.

1. Track-level flavor tagging

We select tracks that do not belong toBCP and that satisfy
udru,2 cm andudzu,10 cm. Tracks that are part of aKS

0

candidate are not used. Each selected tag-side track is e
ined and assigned to one of the four track categories. Tra
in the lepton category are subdivided into categories
electron-like and muon-like tracks. If the cms momentu
pl

cms, of a track is larger than 0.4 GeV/c and the ratio of its
electron and kaon likelihoods is larger than 0.8, the trac
assigned to the electron-like category. If a track haspl

cms

larger than 0.8 GeV/c and the ratio of its muon and kao
likelihoods is larger than 0.95, it is passed to the muon-l
category. The likelihood is calculated by combining t
ACC, TOF, dE/dx, and ECL or KLM information. In the
lepton category, leptons from semileptonicB decays yield
the largest effective efficiency. Leptons fromB→D cascade
decays and high-momentum pions fromB0→D (* )2p1X
also make a small contribution to this category. We cho
the following six discriminants: the track charge; the mag
tude of the momentum in the cms,pl

cms; the polar angle in
the laboratory frame,u lab; the recoil mass,M recoil, calcu-
lated using all the tag side tracks except the lepton candid
the magnitude of the missing momentum in the cms,Pmiss

cms ;
and the lepton-ID quality value.

The track charge directly provides theb-flavor q. The
lepton-ID quality distinguishes leptons from pions. Its p
formance is reinforced by variablespl

cms and u lab, which
have distributions that are different for leptons and pio
The variablespl

cms, M recoil and Pmiss
cms discriminate between

high momentum leptons from semileptonicB decays and in-
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termediate momentum leptons fromB→D cascade decay
where theD decays semi-leptonically.

If a track cannot be positively identified as a kaon and
momentum is less than 0.25 GeV/c, it is assigned to the
slow-pion category, since low-momentum pions often co
from chargedD* →Dp decays. Here the discriminant var
ables are the track charge; the momentum and polar ang
the laboratory frame,plab andu lab; the ratio of the electron
to p probability fromdE/dx; and cosathr , the cosine of the
angle between the slow pion candidate and the thrust axi
the tag-side particles in the cms. The main background
this category comes from other~i.e. non-D* daughter! low
momentum pions, electrons from photon conversions andp0

Dalitz decays. To separate slow pions from those electr
we usedE/dx for this class. Since the direction of the slo
pion from aD* decay is approximately parallel to theD*
direction, it is also almost parallel to the thrust axis. T
variables cosathr , plab andu lab, thus help to identify the slow
pions originating fromD* decays.

If a track forms aL candidate with another track, it i
assigned to theL category. In that category the discrimina
variables are the flavor (L or L̄); the invariant mass of the
reconstructedL candidate; the angle difference between t
L momentum vector and the direction of theL vertex point
from the nominal IP; the mismatch in thez direction of the
two tracks at theL vertex point; and the proton-ID quality
value.

If a track does not fall in any of the categories describ
above, and is not positively identified as a proton, it is cl
sified as a kaon. The kaon category is subdivided into t
parts, one for events withKS

0 decays, and the other for even
without KS

0’s. Separate treatment is necessary as events
KS

0 have a larger wrong tag fraction because of their ad
tional strange quark content. We use the track charge,pcms,
u lab and the probability ratio of kaon to pion as the taggi
discriminants. The charge of kaons is the most import
discriminant. The other three variables help separate ka
from pions.

Although the discriminating power of high-momentu
pions is weaker than that of charged kaons, they do prov
some tagging information and are therefore included in
kaon category. Approximately half of the pions withpcms

.1.0 GeV/c are included in the kaon category, while th
other half falls into the lepton class, mostly in the muon-li
category.

As is described in Sec. IV B, we have developed
method wherein the wrong tag fractions in our flavor tagg
method are evaluated from data. Thus possible discrepan
between data and MC in the distributions of discrimina
variables do not affect our sin 2f1 measurement, althoug
they might result in the degradation in the effective ef
ciency. Nevertheless, we have made detailed comparis
between data and MC, which are described elsewhere@32#,
and obtain consistent distributions.

2. Event-level flavor tagging

The event-level flavor tagging combines the results fr
each of the track categories to determine an overallq and r.
7-11
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For the lepton and slow-pion track categories, we take
b-flavor assignment from the track with the highestr value in
each category. For the kaon andL categories, a combine
b-flavor output is calculated as the product of likelihood v
ues for all tracks:

~q•r !K/L5

)
i

@11~q•r ! i #2)
i

@12~q•r ! i #

)
i

@11~q•r ! i #1)
i

@12~q•r ! i #

, ~9!

where the subscripti runs over all tracks in the kaon andL
categories. The product likelihood is designed to use the
formation from the sum of the strangeness, which provi
better flavor-tagging performance than simply choosing
best candidate.

Using the three aforementioned track-levelq•r values,
the event-levelq and r values are obtained from a look-u
table that is prepared with a MC sample that is independ
of the sample used to obtainq•r values in the track catego
ries. The probability that we can assign a non-zero value
r is 99.6% in MC; i.e. almost all the reconstructed candida
can be used to extract sin 2f1.

We specify the following six regions : 0,r<0.25, 0.25
,r<0.5, 0.5,r<0.625, 0.625,r<0.75, 0.75,r<0.875
and 0.875,r<1. For each region we obtain the wrong ta
fraction, wl , where l is the region ID (l 51, . . .,6), using
hadronic and semileptonic control samples, which is
scribed in the next section. In this way, the analysis is in
lated from systematic differences between the MC simu
tion and the data due to imperfections in the modeling of
detector response, decay branching fractions, and fragme
tion in our MC simulation.

FIG. 10. Theq•r distribution for~a! B0 and~b! B̄0 candidates.
In each figure the closed~open! points with errors show theB0

→D* 2l 1n ~hadronicB0 decays! data with the background sub
tracted, while the histogram is the MC prediction.
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As a validation, we compare the distribution ofq•r in the
D* ln control sample with the MC expectation. As shown
Fig. 10, the data and MC are in good agreement.

B. Flavor tagging performance

The flavor tagging performance is evaluated by replac
the CP-eigenstate side of the event with a flavor-spec
decay and tagging theb flavor for the other side using th
method described above. We use the semileptonic decaB
→D* ln and hadronic modesB0→D (* )2p1, and D* 2r1

for this purpose. The overall efficiency of our flavor taggin
is 99.7% which is consistent with the MC expectation.

Since we know the flavors of bothB mesons in this case
we can observe the time evolution of neutralB-meson pairs
with opposite flavor~OF! or same flavor~SF!, which is given
by

POF~Dt !}11~122w!cos~DmdDt !,

PSF~Dt !}12~122w!cos~DmdDt !,

and the OF-SF asymmetry,

Amix[
POF2PSF

POF1PSF
5~122w!cos~DmdDt !,

FIG. 11. Measured asymmetries between the OF events and
SF events~OF-SF asymmetries! for six regions ofr obtained for the
control sampleB0→D* ln. The definition of the OF and SF even
is given in the text. The background is not subtracted in the as
metry plots. Fit curves are also shown.
7-12
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TABLE IV. The event fractions (e l) and wrong tag fractions (wl) for eachr interval. The errors include
both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The event fractions are obtained from theJ/cKS

0 simulation.

l r e l wl(D* ln) wl~hadronic! wl~combined!

1 0.00020.250 0.405 0.46320.011
10.011 0.46920.016

10.015 0.46520.009
10.010

2 0.25020.500 0.149 0.35120.017
10.019 0.35220.026

10.026 0.35220.014
10.015

3 0.50020.625 0.081 0.25420.020
10.021 0.21920.030

10.031 0.24320.030
10.021

4 0.62520.750 0.099 0.16920.018
10.019 0.19220.027

10.028 0.17620.017
10.022

5 0.75020.875 0.123 0.10720.015
10.015 0.12720.031

10.032 0.11020.014
10.022

6 0.87521.000 0.140 0.04120.011
10.012 0.04120.023

10.024 0.04120.010
10.011
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wherew is the wrong tag fraction. We thus obtain the val
of w directly from the data by measuring the amplitude of t
OF-SF asymmetry.

We obtain the wrong tag fraction by fitting theDt distri-
bution of the SF and OF events, withDmd fixed at the world
average value of 0.472 ps21 @6#. The procedure to form the
probability density function~PDF! for the fit is quite similar
to that adopted for the maximum likelihood analysis ofCP
eigenstates, which is described in the next section.

The resolution function for signal events, which mode
how the true distribution is smeared by the finite vertex re
lution, is constructed by fitting the proper-time distributio
without discriminating between the OF and SF events
with the lifetime fixed to the world average value. In the
we use the background fraction estimated for each regio
r, and the proper-time distribution for background obtain
using events outside the signal region. For hadronic mo
the sideband regions inMbc andDE are used. For semilep
tonic decays the upper sideband inMdiff is used for the fake
D* backgrounds. Uncorrelated backgrounds are mode
with the events that are found in the signal region after
verting the momentum of the lepton. Semileptonic dec
D* Xln are treated as signal events since they approxima
obey the same OF-SF asymmetry.

Figure 11 shows the measured OF-SF asymmetries
function ofDt for taggedD* 7l 6n events for the six regions
of r. The curves in the figure are obtained by the fit. T
background is not subtracted in the plots. For hadro
modes the fits to OF and SF events are similar to those in
semileptonic case.

We also fit signal MC samples to examine the differen
between the generated and reconstructed values. We a
small corrections towl that correspond to the difference. F
hadronic modes the corrections range from 0.003 to 0
depending on ther region. For semileptonic decays the d
ference is consistent with zero within statistical errors, a
we apply no correction.

To combine the results from semileptonic and hadro
decays, we calculate the weighted average and its error
conservatively treat the difference between the weighted
erage and each measurement as an additional systemat
ror, and add this difference in quadrature with the error. T
systematic errors for the semileptonic mode are domina
by the uncertainties on the background fractions and
comparable to the statistical errors. As explained in S
III D, the background estimation relies little on MC informa
tion since we use control samples whenever possible.
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important exception is theC distribution of theD** ln back-
ground; we use severalD** components and add them wit
fixed fractions using MC. Since these fractions are poo
known experimentally, we conservatively assume that e
component dominates theD** ln distribution and repeat the
fit procedure to obtain the systematic error. For the hadro
modes, the main contribution to the systematic error com
from the uncertainty of the fit bias obtained from the M
simulation, but the statistical errors dominate. The ev
fractions and wrong tag fractions are summarized in Ta
IV.

The total effective efficiency obtained by summing ov
the r regions is calculated to be

eeff5(
l

e l~122wl !
2

5@27.060.8~stat!20.9
10.6~syst!#%,

wheree l is the event fraction in each of the six regions.
Our simulation indicates that events with high-momentu

leptons dominate the highestr region and provide the clean
est tagging information. Events with charged kaons ha
lower r, but are more numerous, and thus provide the larg
contribution to the effective tagging efficiency. The effecti
efficiency using each category alone is examined with M
We obtain 13% for the lepton category, 19% for the ka
and lambda categories combined, and 4% for the slow p
category. Note that the sum of these values exceedseeff
(29.6% in MC! since an event contains tracks in differe
categories.

We check for possible biases in the flavor tagging by m
suring the effective tagging efficiency for theB0 and B̄0

control samples separately, and for theq511 and 21
samples separately. We find no statistically significant diff
ence.

V. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FIT

We determine sin 2f1 by performing an unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit of aCP violating probability density
function ~PDF! to the observedDt distributions. These
PDF’s come from the theoretical distributions diluted a
smeared by the detector response. For modes other
J/cK* 0 the PDF expected for the signal is
7-13
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Psig~Dt,q,wl ,j f !5
e2uDtu/tB0

2tB0

PCP~Dt,q,wl ,j f !, ~10!

where

PCP~Dt,q,wl ,j f !512j fq~122wl !sin 2f1sin~DmdDt !.
~11!

In order to take into account the effect of finite vertex res
lution on theDt distribution, this PDF is convolved with a
resolution function, Rsig(Dt). Our vertex reconstruction
method is explained in Sec. V A. The parametrization a
extraction ofRsig(Dt) are described in Sec. V B. We als
incorporate the effect of background that dilutes the sign
cance ofCP violation in the time distribution of Eq.~10!.
TheDt distribution for background events,Pbkg(Dt), is con-
structed in a similar way to the signal distribution and
described in detail in Sec. V C.

As a result, we adopt the followingDt distribution func-
tion for each event:

P~Dt i ;sin 2f1!5 f sigE Psig~Dt8,q,wl ,j f !

3Rsig~Dt i2Dt8!dDt81~12 f sig!

3Pbkg~Dt i !, ~12!

where f sig is the probability that the event is signal, bein
calculated for each candidate frompB

cms for J/cKL
0 and a

combination ofDE andMbc for other modes. The only free
parameter is sin 2f1, which is determined by maximizing th
likelihood function

L5)
i

P~Dt i ;sin 2f1!, ~13!

where the product is over all candidates. We perform a b
analysis: The fitting algorithms were developed and finaliz
without using the flavor informationq.

In the following we explain the details o
Rsig(Dt), Pbkg(Dt) and f sig in turn. The likelihood for
J/cK* 0(→KS

0p0) candidates is described separately in S
V E.

A. Vertex reconstruction

The decay vertices for theCP side that include aJ/c
candidate are reconstructed using leptons from theJ/c and a
constraint on theB decay point. TheB decay point is con-
strained by the measured profile of the interaction point~IP
profile! convolved with the finiteB flight length in the plane
perpendicular to thez axis ~the r-f plane!. The IP profile is
represented by a three-dimensional Gaussian distribu
The standard deviation of each Gaussian is determined u
pre-selectedBB̄ candidates on a run-by-run basis, while t
mean is evaluated in finer subdivisions. The typical size
the IP profile is 100mm in x, 5 mm in y and 3 mm inz.
Since the size in they direction is too small to be measure
from the vertex distribution, it is taken from special measu
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ments by the KEKB accelerator group. For leptons, we
quire that there are sufficient SVD hits associated with
CDC track by a Kalman filter technique, i.e. bothz and r-f
hits in at least one layer and at least one additional layer w
a z hit. In order to remove events with misreconstruct
tracks, we require that the reducedx2 (x2/n, n5 number of
degrees of freedom! of the vertex be less than 20. The verte
reconstruction efficiency is measured to be 95% withB6

→J/cK6 andB0→J/cK* 0(→K6p7) events. This is con-
sistent with the expectation from the SVD acceptance
cluster matching efficiency. The resolution estimated by M
is typically 75 mm ~rms!.

For B→hcKS
0 candidates, the method is basically th

same as forJ/c, replacingl 1l 2 with K1K2 in the case of
hc→K1K2p0 and with K6p7 for hc→KS

0K6p7. Al-
though the resolution in these cases is worse than for ca
dates with aJ/c vertex, it is still better than the tag-sid
vertex resolution.

The algorithm for tag-side vertex reconstruction is chos
to minimize the effect of long-lived particles, secondary v
tices from charmed hadrons and a small fraction of poo
reconstructed tracks. From all the charged tracks exc
those used to reconstruct theCP side, we select tracks tha
have associated SVD hits in the same way as for theCP
side. We also require that the impact parameter with resp
to theCP-side vertex be less than 0.5 mm in ther-f plane,
less than 1.8 mm inz, and the vertex error inz be less than
0.5 mm. Tracks are removed if they form aKS

0 candidate
satisfying uMK

S
02Mp1p2u,15 MeV/c2. Tracks satisfying

these criteria are used to reconstruct the tag-side ve
where the IP constraint is also applied. If the reducedx2 of
the vertex is good, we accept this vertex. Otherwise we
move the track that gives the largest contribution to thex2

and repeat the vertex reconstruction. If the track to be
moved is a lepton withpl

cms.1.1 GeV/c, however, we keep
the lepton and remove the track with the second worstx2.
This trimming procedure is repeated until we obtain a go
reducedx2. The reconstruction efficiency was measured
be 93% forB6→J/cK6 andB0→J/cK* 0(→K1p2) can-
didates, consistent with the MC expectation (91%). T
resolution estimated from the simulation is typical
140 mm ~rms!.

B. Signal resolution function

The resolution functionRsig(Dt2Dt8) is parametrized by
the sum of two Gaussians:

Rsig~Dt2Dt8!5~12 f tail!G~Dt2Dt8;mDt ,sDt!

1 f tailG~Dt2Dt8;mDt
tail ,sDt

tail!, ~14!

whereG(x;m,s) is a Gaussian distribution inx with meanm
and rmss. The parameterf tail describes the fraction of the
tail of the resolution function, andsDt , sDt

tail , mDt andmDt
tail

are the proper-time difference resolutions and the mean v
shifts of the proper-time difference for the main part and
tail of the resolution function, respectively. The value off tail
7-14
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is determined to be 0.0360.02 from the lifetime analysis o
hadronic samples using the same resolution function.

The proper-time difference resolutionssDt and sDt
tail are

calculated on an event-by-event basis taking into accoun
error sK in the kinematic approximationDt'Dz/cbg, bg
5pz(Y)/m(Y):

sDt5AS sDz

cbg D 2

1sK
2 ,

sDt
tail5AS sDz

tail

cbg D 2

1~sK
tail!2.

We measure sK50.28760.004 ps and sK
tail50.32

60.19 ps using the MC simulation. These parameters
independent of the detector performance.

The parameterssDz and sDz
tail are calculated from the

event-by-event vertex errors of the twoB mesons,sz
CP and

sz
tag, which are computed from the track helix errors in t

vertex fit. We use

sDz
2 5Sdet

2 ~sz
CP!21~Sdet

2 1Scharm
2 !~sz

tag!2,

~sDz
tail!25~Sdet

tail!2~sz
CP!21@~Sdet

tail!21~Scharm
tail !2#~sz

tag!2,

whereScharmandScharm
tail are scaling factors to account for th

degradation of the vertex resolution on the tag-side due
contamination from charm daughters, andSdet and Sdet

tail are
global scaling factors that account for systematic uncert
ties in the vertex errorssz

CP and sz
tag. We determineScharm

50.5860.01 andScharm
tail 52.1660.10 using the MC simula-

tion. The values ofSdet andSdet
tail are measured from the da

as they depend on the detector performance. We determ
Sdet using a D0→K1p2 control sample. The productio
point of the D0is obtained from the primary tracks in th
same hemisphere as theD0candidate using the IP constrain
The distance between theD0decay vertex and the productio
vertex in thez direction is fit with the same resolution func
tion and the knownD0lifetime to obtainSdet. We measure
Sdet50.8860.01 from the data andSdet51.0560.01 from a
MC simulation of the D0sample. Finding Sdet51.035
60.003 for a B→J/cK MC sample, we useSdet5(0.88
60.01)3(1.03560.003)/(1.0560.01)50.8660.01 for the
data. We determineSdet

tail to be 3.5160.88 from the lifetime
analysis of the flavor-specific hadronic samples.

For B→hcKS
0 decays, we introduce an additional sca

factor to account for the difference between thehc andJ/c
decays. Using the MC sample, we determine the additio
scale factor for hc to be 1.0760.02 for both hc

→K1K2p0 andhc→KS
0K6p7.

A small fraction of events have a large reducedx2. We
have found that the vertex error computed from track he
errors in the vertex fit underestimates the vertex resolu
and the vertex with largerx2has worse resolution. In order t
take into account this effect, we introduce effective ver
resolutionss̃z

CP and s̃z
tag whenx2/n is greater than 3:
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~ s̃z
CP!25$11aCP@~x2/n!CP23#%~sz

CP!2,
~15!

~ s̃z
tag!25$11a tag@~x2/n! tag23#%~sz

tag!2,

where (x2/n)CP and (x2/n) tag are the reducedx2of the ver-
tex fits for theCP and taggingB decay vertices, respectively
The coefficientsaCP51.0260.03 anda tag51.6460.05 are
determined by a MC study ofB0→J/cKS

0 .
As mentioned above, the offsetsmDt and mDt

tail originate
from the mean shifts of theDz measurementsmDz andmDz

tail ,
respectively,

mDt5
mDz

cbg
, mDt

tail5
mDz

tail

cbg
.

The mean value shifts,mDz andmDz
tail , are caused by contami

nation from charm daughters in the vertex reconstruction
the tag side and are correlated withsz

tag:

mDz~sz
tag!5m01amsz

tag,

mDz
tail~sz

tag!5m0
tail1am

tailsz
tag.

The values form0 and m0
tail are determined from hadroni

samples to bem05(221.463.7) mm and m0
tail5(151

6128) mm, while am andam
tail are derived from MC simu-

lation where we obtainam520.1060.01 andam
tail521.42

60.17.
Figure 12~a! shows theDt rec2Dtgen distribution for the

MC J/cKS
0(p1p2) candidates along with the resolutio

function, whereDt rec and Dtgen are the reconstructed an
true proper-time differences, respectively. The resolut
function is obtained by summing event-by-event resolut
functions. The distribution is well represented by the reso
tion function. The average resolution function obtained fro
the J/cKS

0(p1p2) data is shown in Fig. 12~b!, which is
represented by the sum of two Gaussian distributions w
the following parameters: mmain520.24 ps, m tail
50.18 ps,smain51.49 ps,s tail53.85 ps.

C. Background shape

The background likelihood function is defined in a simil
way to the signal function,

Pbkg~Dt !5E
2`

1`

Pbkg~Dt8!•Rbkg~Dt2Dt8!dDt8. ~16!

Although Rbkg(Dt2Dt8) is treated as a resolution functio
for the background, it does not need to be an exact mode
the vertex resolution. It is more important thatPbkg repre-
sents the proper-time distribution of the whole backgrou
sample with sufficient precision.

The PDF for background events is expressed as

Pbkg~Dt !5 f t

e2uDtu/tbkg

2tbkg
1~12 f t!d~Dt !, ~17!
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FIG. 12. ~a! The Dt rec2Dtgen

distributions for the MC
J/cKS

0(p1p2) candidates with
the resolution function and~b! the
average resolution function from
J/cKS

0(p1p2) data. The vertical
scales are arbitrary.
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where f t is the fraction of the background component w
an effective lifetime oftbkg, andd is the Dirac delta func-
tion. We assume no asymmetry in the backgroundDt distri-
bution. We findf t to be small using background-dominate
regions in theDE versusMbc plane ofJ/cKS

0 and J/cK1

candidates. We thus usePbkg(Dt)5d(Dt) for all f CP modes
except forJ/cKL

0 .
The background in theJ/cKL

0 mode is dominated byB
→J/cX decays, includingCP eigenstates that have to b
treated differently from non-CP states. ThePbkg for the
J/cKL

0 mode is determined by a MC simulation study sep
rately for each background component:J/cK* 0(KL

0p0), j f

521 CP modes (J/cKS
0), j f511 CP modes (c(2S)KL

0 ,
xc1KL

0 andJ/cp0), the otherB0, B6 decays and combina
torial background. For theCP-mode backgrounds, we us
the signal PDF given in Eq.~11! with the appropriatej f

values. For theJ/cK* 0(KL
0p0) mode, which is a mixture of

j f521 ~about 81%) andj f511 ~about 19%) states@33#,
we use a netCP eigenvalue ofjcK* 0520.6260.11.

Accordingly, we obtain the background PDF forJ/cKL
0 :

Pbkg~Dt ![
e2uDtu/tB0

2tB0

3@ f bgB01 f bgcK* 0PCP~Dt,q,wl ,jcK* 0!

1 f bgCPodd
PCP~Dt,q,wl ,21!

1 f bgCPeven
PCP~Dt,q,wl ,11!#

1 f bgB6

e2uDtu/tbgB6

2tbgB6

1 f bgCmbF f tCmb

e2uDtu/tbgCmb

2tbgCmb

1~12 f tCmb!d~Dt !G , ~18!

where f bgcK* 0, f bgCPodd
, f bgCPeven

, f bgB0, f bgB6, and f bgCmb

are the fractions of background components fro
J/cK* 0(KL

0p0), j f521 CP modes,j f511 CP modes,
the remaining B0, B6, and combinatorial, respectivel
( f bgcK* 0 1 f bgCPodd

1 f bgCPeven
1 f bgB0 1 f bgB61 f bgCmb 5 1).

The fraction of each background component is a function
pB

cms. The fraction,f bgCmb, is calculated as described in Se
III C. The combinatorial background includes a prompt co
ponent with the fraction of (12 f tCmb) where f tCmb50.26
03200
-

f

-

60.08. The lifetime distribution of the combinatorial bac
ground is obtained frome-m combinations with invariant
masses in theJ/c region that satisfy our selection criteria
The effective lifetime is determined to betbgCmb51.03
60.12 ps, also from thee-m control sample. An MC study
shows that the effective lifetime for background fromB6,
tbgB6, is shorter than theB6 lifetime due to the contamina
tion of charged tracks fromf CP @mostly p6 from
J/cK* 6(KL

0p6)# into the tag-side vertex. The value o
tbgB6 is determined from the MC simulation to be (1.4
60.04) ps. The same MC study shows that the effect
lifetime for B0 backgrounds is consistent with the nomin
B0 lifetime. Thus we use the nominalB0 lifetime in our fit.

For theJ/cX background in theJ/cKL
0 mode, we use the

signal resolution functionRsig to model the background sinc
both theCP- and tag-side vertices are reconstructed w
similar combinations of tracks for these backgrounds.

For the combinatorial background, we use

Rbkg~Dt82Dt !5~12 f tail,bkg!G~Dt82Dt;mDt
bkg,sDt

bkg!

1 f tail,bkgG~Dt82Dt;mDt
tail,bkg,sDt

tail,bkg!,

~19!

where f tail,bkg, mDt
bkg, and mDt

tail,bkg are constants determine
from data. The resolutionssDt

bkg andsDt
tail,bkg are calculated on

an event-by-event basis as

sDt
bkg5

sDz
bkg

cbg
,

sDt
tail,bkg5

sDz
tail,bkg

cbg
,

~sDz
bkg!25~Sdet

bkg!2@~ s̃z
CP!21~ s̃z

tag!2#,

~sDz
tail,bkg!25~Sbkg

tail !2@~ s̃z
CP!21~ s̃z

tag!2#,

wheres̃z
CP and s̃z

tag are calculated as shown in Eq.~15!.
We use different values ofmDt

bkg andmDt
tail,bkg for the finite

lifetime component and the zero-lifetime component, sin
they come from different types of events. The backgrou
shape parameters for all modes exceptJ/cKL

0 are obtained
from events in the background-dominated regions ofDE ver-
susMbc. For J/cKL

0 , we use events withe-m pairs to deter-
7-16
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mine the properties of fakeJ/c candidates, as discussed
Sec. III C. The parameters used in the fit are summarize
Table V.

D. Signal probability

The signal probability,f sig, is calculated as a function o
DE andMbc for each event. It is given by

f sig~DE,Mbc!5
FSIG~DE,Mbc!

FBG~DE,Mbc!1FSIG~DE,Mbc!
, ~20!

where FSIG(DE,Mbc) is the signal function and
FBG(DE,Mbc) is the background function.

In the case ofB0→J/cKS
0 each distribution ofDE and

Mbc is well modeled by a Gaussian function. For the ba
ground, we use a linear function forDE and the ARGUS
parametrization@28# for Mbc:

FSIG~DE,Mbc!5a•G~DE;mDE ,sDE!•G~Mbc;mMbc
,sMbc

!,

FBG~DE,Mbc!5b•~11c•DE!•MbcA12~Mbc/Ebeam!
2

3exp$n•@12~Mbc/Ebeam!
2#% ~21!

wherea andb are normalization factors consistent with th
overall signal-to-background ratios obtained from the fit
the Mbc distribution in theDE signal region. The values
sMbc

, mMDE
, sMDE

, mMbc
, c andn are determined from a fi

to the data.
The DE andMbc distributions forB0→c(2S)KS(c(2S)

→ l 1l 2), B0→c(2S)KS(c(2S)→J/cp1p2), and B0

→hcKS
0 (hc→KS

0K6p7), are determined using the sam
procedure as that forB0→J/cKS . For B0→xc1KS , theDE
and Mbc distributions are determined from MC simulatio
because the data sample for this mode is too small to
mate the parameters reliably.

The treatment for modes that includep0 mesons, such a
B0→J/cKS(KS

0→p0p0) and B0→hcKS
0(hc→K1K2p0),

is different. While the fit function for theMbc distribution
remains the same, theDE distributions are better represente
by the Crystal Ball function@34#:

1

A
expS 2

~DE2mDE!2

2sDE
2 D for DE.mDE2asDE,

1

A

exp~2a2/2!

F12
~DE2mDE!a

sDEa
2

a2

n Gn for DE,mDE2asDE .

All the parameters for these fits were determined from M
simulation because the number of events for these mode
data is too small. The integrated background fractions in
signal region are listed in Table VI. For theB0→J/cKL

0 fit,
we define the signal probability as a function ofpB

cms, as
described in Sec. III C.
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E. Likelihood for JÕcK* 0
„\KS

0p0
…

For theB0→J/cK* 0 fit, the signal PDF we use is

Psig~Dt,u tr ,q,wl ,j f !

5
e2uDtu/tB0

2tB0
F ~12 f odd!

3

8
~11cos2u tr!PCP~Dt,q,wl ,11!

1 f odd

3

4
~12cos2u tr!PCP~Dt,q,wl ,21!G , ~22!

where f odd is the fraction of j f521 decays in theB0

→J/cK* 0(K* 0→KS
0p0) mode determined from a full an

gular analysis to be 0.1960.04(stat)60.04(syst)@33#. Here
u tr is defined in the transversity basis@35# as the angle be-
tween the positiveJ/c decay lepton direction and the ax
normal to the K* 0 decay plane in theJ/c rest frame.
PCP(Dt,q,wl ,j f) is defined in Eq.~11!. The signal resolu-
tion function is identical to that used for the other modes. F
the background shape, we also use Eq.~19! for Rbkg except
for theJ/cX background where we useRsig in the same way
as for theJ/cKL

0 fit.
We use the following background PDF:

TABLE V. Background shape parameters for the combinato
background.

Parameters cc̄KS
0(K* 0) J/cKL

0

Sdet
bkg 1.0860.06 0.8860.07

Sbkg
tail 3.3160.28 3.9461.14

f tail,bkg 0.1460.04 0.0560.02
lifetime component
mDt

bkg~ps! N/A 20.3360.10
mDt

tail,bkg~ps! N/A 1.8661.28
prompt component
mDt

bkg~ps! 20.0560.04 20.2260.15
mDt

tail,bkg~ps! 20.1260.26 25.0061.10

TABLE VI. Summary of the numbers of candidates and bac
ground fraction in the signal region for each mode. The values
obtained for events that have successful vertex reconstruction
flavor tagging.

Decay mode Events Background fractio

B0→J/cKS
0 , KS

0→p1p2 387 0.03860.010
B0→J/cKS

0 , KS
0→p0p0 57 0.27260.054

B0→c(2S)KS
0 , c(2S)→ l 1l 2 33 0.03860.028

B0→c(2S)KS
0 , c(2S)→J/cp1p2 32 0.07860.027

B0→xc1KS
0 , xc1→J/cg 17 0.14460.056

B0→hcKS
0 , hc→KS

0K6p7 35 0.24260.045
B0→hcKS

0 , hc→K1K2p0 17 0.56060.164
B0→J/cKL

0 523 0.37960.048
B0→J/cK* 0, K* 0→KS

0p0 36 0.16360.054
7-17
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Pbkg~Dt ![ f bgFA

e2uDtu/tBFA

2tBFA

1 f bgNR

e2uDtu/tBNR

2tBNR

1 f bgCmbd~Dt !,

~23!

where f bgFA, f bgNR, and f bgCmb are the fractions of back
ground components from feed-across from otherJ/cK*
modes, non-resonantB0→J/cKS

0p0 decays and combinato
rial background. The fractions of feed-across and n
resonant decays are determined from the MC simulation
from K* mass sideband events, respectively, and are fu
tions of Mbc. The fraction of combinatorial background
determined in the same way as for theKS

0 modes. The effec-
tive lifetimes of the feed-across and non-resonant de
backgrounds,tBFA

and tBNR
, are fixed to theB0 lifetime in

the fit.
Finally, the determination off sig follows the method for

other modes that includep0 mesons. TheDE distribution is
modeled by a Crystal Ball function. We consider contrib
tions from the feed-across from otherB0→J/cK* 0modes as
well as from the non-resonantB0→J/cKS

0p0 mode, which
make a peak in the signal region. These background fract
are determined from the MC simulation andK* 0mass side-
band data, respectively.

VI. FIT RESULTS

The likelihood fit is applied to the 1137 candidates whe
the vertex reconstruction and flavor tagging have been
cessful. We obtain

sin 2f150.9960.14~stat!.

The observedCP violation is large. Figure 13 shows theDt
distributions together with the results from the fit. Indeed,
broken CP symmetry is visually apparent from the diffe
ence between the number of events forqj f511 and qj f
521 at eachDt bin, despite the dilution from the verte
resolution, background events and incorrect flavor taggin

We examined the value of sin 2f1 in various sub-samples
Applying the likelihood fit to (cc̄)KS

0 (j f521) andJ/cKL
0

(j f511) separately, we obtain sin 2f150.8460.17(stat)
and 1.3160.23(stat), respectively. Figure 14 shows t
logarithmic-likelihood values as a function of sin 2f1 for

FIG. 13. Dt distributions for the events withqj f511 ~solid
points! and qj f521 ~open points!. The results of the global fit
~with sin 2f150.99) are shown as solid and dashed curves, res
tively.
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CP-odd, CP-even, and all decay modes. A more detail
breakdown along with separate results forq511 and21 is
given in Table VII. We find no systematic trends beyo
statistical fluctuations.

Figure 15 shows the asymmetry, sin 2f1•sin(DmdDt), ob-
tained in eachDt bin for ~a! all modes,~b! CP-odd modes
and~c! CP-even modes. The unbinned maximum likelihoo
fit is performed separately for events in eachDt bin. The
value of sin 2f1 and its error are multiplied by the averag
value of sin(DmdDt) in eachDt bin of the plot. The points are
plotted at the averageDt of each bin.

We also checked the values of sin 2f1 in the differentr
ranges of the flavor tagging. The results are listed in Ta
VIII. No systematic variation is seen. Finally, we subdivide
the CP sample into three data taking periods: in 2000, fro
January to April 2001 and the rest. The sin 2f1 values we
obtain are 0.8460.29(stat), 1.3360.30(stat) and 0.94
60.20(stat), respectively. Again the results are consis
within the statistical fluctuations.

A. Systematic errors

The sources of systematic error we consider are listed
Table IX @37#. Adding all the systematic errors in quadratur
we obtain

sin 2f150.9960.14~stat!60.06~syst!.

Below we explain each item in order.

1. Vertex reconstruction

The largest contribution comes from vertex reconstr
tion. We searched for possible biases by using two differ
vertexing algorithms and changing the track selection crite
for the tag-side vertex. In the alternative vertexing algorith
we first obtain a seed vertex using tracks of good quality:
impact parameter from the IP in ther-f direction is smaller
than 2.5 times ther-f vertex error, the vertex error inz is
less than 0.5 mm, and the cms momenta are larger
0.3 GeV/c. We then repeat the vertex fit using tracks with
3 ~4! s in z from the seed vertex for the cms track mome
tum less~larger! than 1 GeV/c, wheres is the error of the
seed vertex inz. We also estimated the effects of the vert

c- FIG. 14. Values of22 ln(L/Lmax) vs sin 2f1 for the j f521
~dashed! and 11 ~dotted! modes separately and for both mod
combined~solid!.
7-18
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TABLE VII. Summary of sin 2f1 fit results. Only statistical er-
rors are shown.

Sample Events sin 2f1

f tag5B0 (q511) 560 0.8460.21

f tag5B̄0 (q521) 577 1.1160.17

(cc̄)KS
0 578 0.8460.17

J/cKS
0(p1p2) 387 0.8160.20

(cc̄)KS
0 exceptJ/cKS

0(p1p2) 191 1.0060.40

J/cKL
0 523 1.3160.23

J/cK* 0(KS
0p0) @36# 36 0.9761.40

All 1137 0.9960.14

FIG. 15. ~a! The asymmetry obtained from separate fits to ea
Dt bin for the full data sample; the curve is the result of the glo

fit. The corresponding plots for the~b! (cc̄)KS
0 (j f521), ~c!

J/cKL
0 (j f511) and ~d! non-CP B0 control samples are als

shown. The curves are the results of the combined fit applied s
rately to the individual data samples.
03200
resolution tails using samples with smallDt (uDtu,6 ps)
and tighter vertex quality cuts.

2. Resolution function

We estimate the contribution due to the uncertainty in
resolution function by varying its parameters~given in Sec.
V B! by 61s.

3. Wrong tag fraction

Systematic errors due to uncertainties in the wrong
fractions given in Sec. IV B~Table IV! are studied by vary-
ing the wrong tag fraction individually for eachr region. We
added the contributions from each variation in quadratur

4. Physics parameters

The B meson lifetime and mixing parameter are fixed
the world average values@6# in our fit, i.e. tB5(1.548
60.032) ps andDmd5(0.47260.017) ps21. We estimate
the systematic error by repeating the fit varying these par
eters by their errors. Another physics-related uncertainty
the CP eigenvalue ofJ/cK* 0 (jJ/cK* 0) measured from the
angular distribution of the decay daughters@33#. This sys-
tematic uncertainty is determined from the61s uncertainty
in the measurement.

5. Background fraction except for JÕcKL
0

The background fraction in our PDF, 12 f sig, is calcu-
lated from the signal and background distribution functio
of DE and Mbc as described in Sec. V D. The distributio
functions ofDE and Mbc are determined from data or th
MC simulation depending on the decay mode. To estim
the systematic errors associated with the choice of param
zation, we varied the parameters obtained from the M
simulation by62s and the parameters obtained from t
data by61s. The likelihood fit was repeated. A wider rang

h
l

a-

TABLE VIII. The r dependence of sin 2f1 fit result. Only sta-
tistical errors are shown.

r region 0.0–0.5 0.5–0.75 0.75–0.875 0.875–1.

Events 613 239 119 166
sin 2f1 0.6020.67

10.65 0.4020.32
10.31 1.5620.29

10.25 1.0520.18
10.15

TABLE IX. List of systematic errors on sin 2f1.

Source 1error 2error

vertex reconstruction 10.040 20.040
resolution function 10.022 20.032
wrong tag fraction 10.022 20.025
physics (tB0,Dmd ,J/cK* 0) 10.007 20.004
background fraction~except forJ/cKL

0) 10.003 20.004
background fraction (J/cKL

0) 10.020 20.020
background shape 10.001 20.001

Total 10.06 20.06
7-19
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of uncertainty was conservatively chosen for parameters
tained from the MC simulation to take into account the p
sible difference between the MC simulation and data.
also estimated the systematic errors for the integrated b
ground fractions, listed in Table VI, by varying these para
eters by61s. We added the results of these calculations
each decay mode in quadrature.

6. Background fraction for JÕcKL
0

As described in Sec. III C, the background fraction for t
J/cKL

0 sample is obtained from a fit topB
cms distribution and

is given in Table II. In this fit, the sum of components
automatically constrained to the total number of events in
signal region. Thus, the signal yield and the size of ot
backgrounds are strongly anti-correlated. To determine
systematic error on sin 2f1 that comes from the uncertaint
of the background, we need to take this anti-correlation i
account. To this end, we repeat the fit to thepB

cms distribution
with the background fractions as free parameters but with
signal yield fixed11s or 21s away from the central value
obtained in the nominal fit. The resultant background yie
are used to repeat the procedure to obtain sin 2f1. We regard
the difference between the thus obtained value and our no
nal sin 2f1 value as the systematic error. We also check
systematic error due to the uncertainty in theCP content of
the background. We repeated the fit varying parameter
determine the various background fractions. Since these
rameters are obtained from the MC simulation, we estim
the systematic error by conservatively changing each par
eter by62s and adding the resulting changes in quadratu

7. Background shape

The parameters that determinePbkg(Dt) andRbkg, given
in Sec. V C, are varied within their errors and fits are
peated.

B. Crosschecks

We performed several crosschecks: The fitting proced
was examined using MC samples based on our likelih
functions~toy MC samples!. We also measured theB meson
lifetime using the same vertex reconstruction method. In
dition we tested non-CP control samples. These crosschec
are described below.

1. Ensemble test

A thousand toy MC samples, each containing 11
events, are generated based on our likelihood function
check the fitting procedure. Figure 16 shows the distribut
of residuals @sin 2f1(fit) 2sin 2f1(input)#, pulls ~residuals
divided by fit errors!, and the positive and negative errors
sin 2f1 returned from the fits. All the toy MC samples hav
an input value of sin 2f150.99. The center of the residual i
Fig. 16~a! is consistent with zero, and the standard deviat
of the pull distribution in Fig. 16~b! is consistent with unity.
Therefore the global fit returns the input sin 2f1 value and a
reasonable error. Figures 16~c! and 16~d! also show that the
positive and negative errors obtained from the fit are con
tent with expectations.
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We also generate toy MC samples forJ/cKS
0 andJ/cKL

0 .
The average negative errors are 0.19 and 0.28 forJ/cKS

0 and
J/cKL

0 , respectively. Our measurement forJ/cKS
0 ~0.20! is

in good agreement with the expectation, while the result
for J/cKL

0 ~0.23! is smaller. We obtain the probability o
obtaining smaller errors than this measurement to be 1
for J/cKL

0 , which is within a possible fluctuation.

2. B0 lifetime

The B0 lifetime has been measured with the same d
sample. We apply the same vertex reconstruction algori
for fully reconstructedB0 decays as for theCP decays and
the tracks on the tag side. Unbinned maximum likelihood
are made with an exponential PDF convolved with the sa
Dt resolution function and background PDF as in the fit
CP eigenstates. For the combinedB0→J/cK* 0(K1p2),
D (* )2p1, D* 2r1 andD* 2l 1n decay modes, theB0 life-
time is measured to betB051.54760.021(stat) ps. The re
sult is consistent with the world average value@6#.

3. Tests on control samples

We use control samples of non-CP eigenstates,B0

→J/cK* (K1p2), B0→D (* )2p1, B0→D* 2r1 and B0

→D* 2l 1n, to check for biases in the analysis. We perfo
the same fit to these control samples as for theCP eigenstate
modes. The results, summarized in Table X, show no syst
atic tendency. A combined fit to all the modes yields 0.
60.04, consistent with zero at the 1.2s level, as shown in
Fig. 15~d!.

We check for a possible bias due toCP asymmetry in the
background. We fitJ/cKL

0 candidates in the background re
gion (1.0,pB

cms,2.0 GeV/c) treating all the events a
J/cKL

0 candidates. Note that the fraction of events with de
nite CP in this region ofpB

cms is expected to be negligible
The result is sin 2f150.4960.35, consistent with zero at th
1.4s level.

C. Discussion

We have performed several statistical analyses of the
sults described in the previous sections. Using a Gaus
likelihood function based on the statistical and the system
errors, we calculated the confidence intervals bounded by
physical region for sin 2f1 using two methods: the Feldman
Cousins@38# frequentist approach and the Bayesian meth
with a flat prior PDF. We find a lower bound on sin 2f1 of
0.70 at the 95% C.L. in both cases. We also estimated
Bayesian lower limit using the exact likelihood functio
shown in Fig. 14, and obtained 0.69. We conclude that
likelihood function is Gaussian to a good approximatio
Combinations of indirect measurements typically constr
0.50,sin 2f1,0.86 in the framework of the SM@39#. Al-
though our measured value is large, it is consistent with
higher range of the SM prediction. We are continuing t
measurement with much higher statistics in order to test
KM ansatz more precisely.

Finally we comment on the possibility of directCP vio-
lation. The signal PDF for a neutralB meson decaying into a
7-20
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CP eigenstate@Eqs. ~10! and ~11!# can be expressed in
more general form as

Psig~Dt,q,wl ,j f !5
e2uDtu/tB0

2tB0~11ulu2!
3H 11ulu2

2
2q~122wl !

3Fj fAulusin~DmdDt !

2
ulu221

2
cos~DmdDt !G J , ~24!

wherel is a complex parameter that depends on bothB0B̄0

mixing and on the amplitudes forB0 andB̄0 decay to aCP
eigenstate@2#. The coefficient of sin(DmdDt) is given by
Aulu52j f Im l and is equal to sin 2f1 in the SM. The pres-
ence of the cosine term (uluÞ1) would indicate directCP
violation. Throughout our study we have assumedulu51, as
expected in the SM@2#. In order to test this assumption, w
also performed a fit using the above expression withA and
ulu as free parameters, keeping everything else the same
obtain ulu51.0960.14 and A50.8060.19 for the
J/cKS

0(p1p2) sample only, andulu51.0360.09 andA
50.9960.14 for all CP modes combined, where the erro
are statistical only. This result confirms the assumption u
in our analysis.

FIG. 16. The result of our toy Monte Carlo test of our fit:~a! the
distribution of residuals@sin 2f1(fit) 2sin 2f1(input)#, ~b! pull dis-
tribution @~residual!/~error of fit!#, and~c! the positive and~d! nega-
tive errors of sin 2f1 returned from the fits. The vertical lines in~c!
and ~d! indicate the errors obtained from the fit to data.
03200
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have measured theCP violation parameter sin 2f1 at
the KEKB asymmetrice1e2 collider using a data sample o
29.1 fb21 recorded on theY(4S) resonance with the Belle
detector. To extract sin 2f1, we apply a maximum likelihood
fit to the 1137 candidateB meson decays toCP eigenstates.
We obtain

sin 2f150.9960.14~stat!60.06~syst!.

We conclude that there is largeCP violation in the neutralB
meson system. A zero value for sin 2f1 is ruled out by more
than six standard deviations.

We have calculated the confidence intervals bounded
the sin 2f1 physical region for the Bayesian and Feldma
Cousins frequentist approaches. The lower bound is foun
be 0.70 at the 95% C.L. in both cases. Our result is con
tent with the higher range of values allowed from the co
straints of the standard model as well as with our previo
measurements@9#.
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TABLE X. CP asymmetries for control samples.

J/cK* 0(K1p2)
D (* )2p1
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Events 816 5560 10232
CP asymmetry 0.0160.14 0.1260.06 0.0160.05
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